Saturday, August 27th, 2016

Baronial Council Meeting
Summer Siege 2016/08/27

Attendance:
Constantine - Chronicler
Sorcha - Seneschal
Otilia - Populace
Constance - Chatelaine
Morag - Harrowgate Heath Seneschal
Aelfwyn - Marshal
Daffyd - A&S Minister
Jane - Exchequer
Ozme/Song - Herald
Alais - Signet
Michael - Caldrithig Seneschal
Catherine - Webminister/Baroness

1.

Kingdom Regalia - fundraising for new Kingdom medals of office has begun. Calls
for bids from inside Kingdom artisans has been renewed. In the meantime, funds
still need to be raised regardless of who creates the pieces. The question posed to
Council is, Do we wish to sponsor a medal as a Barony? Discussion before vote
on state of Baronial accounts (solid). Vote: Unanimously passed.
Discussion on
which medal would like to sponsor. 1st choice: A&S, 2nd choice: Exchequer, 3rd
choice: Earl Martial.
(Post meeting update: we have confirmed claim on A&S
medal)

2. Skraeling Chatelain has made call for a replacement - we have one applicant,
Sapphyrah Rozvardo. Candidate was discussed. Vote to accept candidate:
unanimously passed.
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3. Brief discussion on Caldrithig and their loss of Hare site. Questions on if there was
anything we could do to assist. Moot point as they have successfully found a
replacement site.
4. Multiple officers looking for replacements. Sorcha, Constantine and Jane are at the
one year mark in their terms. Daffyd has been in his position for almost three years
and would like to step down by Practicum. Ozme/Song is closing in on two years
but intends to see the Baronial name change finished before stepping down.
Please formalize your search for replacements to the lists - canton seneschals
should promote these opportunities to their members.
5. From the pursuivant: a minor adjustment needed to be made to the Baronial badge
submission to make the peak of the chevron more visible. Currently up for
discussion with the College of Heralds.
6. From the webminister: steady progress on changes to Skrael website. Plan is to go
live with the new format by Feast of the Hare. Reminder for officers to sent in small
bio with photo.
7. From the A&S minister: one entrant submitted in inaugural baronial QPT style
tourney.
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